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Abstract
The new additive/subtractiye technology (Shape. Deposition Manufacturing) enhances Solid Freeform
Fabrication (SFF) capability in producing near net-shape surface finish. This. technology also builds parts in fewer
layers compared with conventional layered manufacturing technology. However, to decompose a part into freeform
layers usually requires expensive geometric computation.. Also, to plan build. sequences often requires human
intervention because ofthe complicated spatial relationships among the freeform layers. At present decomposition and
build sequence planning are both performed by experienced designers/users. In this paper, a novel decomposition
approach based on surface splitting is proposed to facilitate .computation and planning of the additive/subtractive SFF
processes. The results shown in this paper are from models with 3D planar geometry. Continuous effort is devoted
into extending and implementing this new approach for models with 3Dfreeform.geometry.

1. Introduction
Traditionalla.y~redmanufacturingtechniques

have a shorter cycle time of realizing a part
from a CAD model compared with that of typical machine shop practices.Cycletime is shortened
mainly. because the technology employs a slicing strategy which greatly simplifies the planning
task of buildingapart.•• lJnder this strategy, a given solidfi1odel is sliced horizontally into a set of
planar layers, andthese planar layers are then built one at a time from bottom up. In this case,
planning the build sequence of a given model is no more than listing the sliced layers along the
build direction, which is straightforward and can be automated easily.
On the other hand, certain issues limit the application of this technology. First, parts built by
this technology generally show stair steps on the layer-to-layer boundaries. This lack of C2
continuity on the part surfaces is undesirable especially for parts made of ceramic materials,
because each stair step can serve as a crack initiation. site. In addition, the mechanical properties of
parts will be affected by the bonding between layers. Clearly, reducing the number of layers by
increasing the slicing interval can improve the mechanical properties. Nonetheless, the surface
finish of the built parts may well become worse as the interval becomes larger. As a consequence,
a trade-off has to be made case by case.
In contrast to traditional layered manufacturing technology, the new additive/subtractive SFF
technology not only builds parts in fewer layers, but also achieves much finer surface finish.
Instead of horizontal slicing, this new technology decomposes a solid model along a set of parting
lines into freeform layers [3]. However, such decomposition usually requires expensive
computation. In addition, the spatial relationship among these freeform layers is much more
complicated than that among the planar .layers. As a result, the build sequence can not be
determined without carefully examining the geometry of each freeform layer. Therefore, the layer
build sequence under this new technology is still completed mainly by experienced designers.
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As shown later in this paper, a modified approach is developed for the additive/subtractive
SFF technology in order to release designers from the time consuming task of decomposing a
model and arranging build sequences. This new approach has been implemented successfully for
models with 2.5D features. With limited testillg results. so far, it.is shown to be able to work for
models with 3D freeform features as well.

2. Surface Splitting
Currently decomposition of a given part is done in a "solid" level. That is, a givell • solid
model is split into smaller manufacturable solid portions. An algorithm has been proposed [3] to
automatically decompose a 3D part into a set of freeform layers for Shape Deposition
Manufacturing (SDM) processes. In addition, all the feasible build sequences can be generated
through a compact graph algorithm [6]. However, performing operationsin a "solid" level usually
requires expensive geometric computation.
To lower computationJoad, the. feasibility of utilizing surfaces of a solid to partition the solid
into manufacturable freeform layers for SDM processes is investigated. Since the shape of any part
is represented completely by its surfaces, theoretically we can realize a solid object according to its
surfaces. Simply stated, the object can be shaped out of a stock of material by performing
machining operations on an surfaces of the object in such a sequence that each surface is machined
without damaging any previously.built surface. With this concept, each surface on the solid serves
as a build unit which "partitions" the whole solid. There is no need for splitting the solid.
However, one critical manufacturing .characteristic has to be considered before the concept
can be applied to SDM processes. In SDM processes, the build direction of a part is pre-selected
and remains unchanged for all machining stages of the part, which means the cutters always access
the target machining areas from the top along the build direction. As a result, some surfaces can
not betnachined in a single step. As it can be seen in Fig. 1, we can not shape area B ofsurface S
together with area A at one step. without damaging A.But surface S can be fl.llly shaped if we
machine out area B first, deposit more part material on top ofB, and then machine out areaA.
Under this reasoning, all surfaces of a part can be machined along the build direction as long as the
surfaces .containing both undercut and non-undercut regions· are properly split into subsurfaces
where each subsurface contains only either undercut or non-undercut region.

s
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Fig. 1 (a) Sphere S (b) Surfaces A and B on the sphere (c) Machine Surface B (d) Machine Surface A

In the following sections we will first define the terms used in this approach and then
describe the procedures for surface splitting.
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2.1 Definitions
Undercut, non-undercut, and non-monotonic surface
The type of a surface of a given solid model can be classified into three categories [3] as
shown in Fig. 2(a):
Assume that N(u,v) is the normal vector at a point (u,v) on surface S, and b is the selected
build direction, then
• S is an undercut surface ifN(u,v).b < 0 for all (u,v) in S domain.
• S is a non-undercut surface ifN(u,v).b >= 0 for all (u,v) in S domain.
• S is a non-monotonic surface if it contains both undercut and non-undercut portions.
N
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Undercut surfaces: Sl, S3
Non-undercut surfaces: S2, S5
Non-monotonic surface: S4

(b) Silhouette curves

(c) Non-monotonic surface splitting

Fig.2 (a) Three surface types (b) Silhouette curves (c)Non-monotonic surface splitting

Silhouette curve
A silhouette curve is defined as the curve along which N(u,v).b=O. In other words, silhouette
curves serve as the boundary between undercut and non-undercut portions of the surface. Thus one
non-monotonic surface can be split iIltotwo or more monotonic (undercut or nOll-undercut)
surfaces along.the silhouette curves as shown in Fig. 2(c).
Overlapping surfaces
For any two surfaces, if there exist areas where a ray intersects both surfaces alohg the build
direction, these two surfaces
surfaces.
Self-overlapping surface
If a ray intersects a monotonic surface more than once along the builddirection,tllissurface
is said to contain self-overlapping features. Fig. 3 illustrates the situation.

2.2 Procedure description
Five steps are taken to split surfaces of a solid model:
«&
Generate silhouette curves on all the non-monotonic surfaces of the given solid model.
• Splitthese non-monotonic surfaces into monotonic surfaces through the silhouette
curves obtained in the previous step.
• Split self-overlap surfaces, if there exists any, into surfaces without self-overlap features [3].
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Split overlapping surfaces so that each resulting surface is either totally overlapped or totally
not overlapped with other surfaces [3], then
Mark each resulting surface as either an undercutor a non-undercut surface.
A simple example is given in<Fig. 4.

S4

!

(a)

(b)

Fig.3 Self-overlapping surface

Fig.4 (a) Generate silhouette curves (b) Six surface compacts

After performing the five steps, the surfaces of the solid have been split into subsurfaces
which serve as the basic build units.

3. Surface Compact Graph Construction
Up. to this stage,all ll1esurfaces of the target solid have been splitintosm.allersubsurfaces
such that each subsurface can be processed in one additive/subtractive build cycle. The target solid
can now be produced by shaping these. subsurfaces in certain buildsequelle~s.As mentioned
earlier, a feasible build sequence is basically a spatial arrangement of subsurfaces which assuresth~
cutters will notrun into the already built subsurfaces while the target subsurfac~ is being machined.
In order to identifysuch.seguences, the spatial relationships among allthese<.freeform subs~rfaces
have to be examined and recorded.. A special graph strllctl1r~~an1edSompactGraph [4] is utilized
to record these spatial relationships because it not only()ffers/i~conciseformatofkeeping these
spatial information, but also provides useful. algorithms to/ explorealternativehllild sequences
afterwards. Finally, a "preliminary surface. compact graph" is obtained after lhesubsurfaceentities
and their spatial relationships are recorded through the Compact Graph structure. Again, the
terminology and procedures are stated in the following sections.

3.1 Definitions
Surface compact
A surface compact. represents a set of undercut or non-undercut surfaces which canibe
machined/processed together in one SOM· cycle. In its simplest form, a surface compact is either
an undercut surface or a non-undercut surface.

Surface compact graph
A graph in which each node represents one surface compact and each edge connecting two
nodes indicates certain spatial relationship (either precedence or adjacency) between these two
nodes.
Precedence relationship
One surface compact (or node) is "precedent" to another surface compact if there exists a ray
which intersects both compacts along the build direction. Thus if surface .compact A is "precedent"
to surface compact B, compact A has to be built before compact B can be built. In other words,. the
precedence relationship between two compacts represents the build order between them.
Adjacency relationship
Two surfacecornpacts (or nodes) are "adjacent" if they have common boundary.

3.2 Procedure description
Three steps are taken to construct a preliminary surface compact graph:
.. One node is created in correspondence with . one.surface compact obtained through the surface
splitting stage.
.. Precedence relationship between each undercut surface compact and each non-undercut surface
compact is examined. If there exists a. precedence relationship between the two surface
compacts, a directed edge is created betweentheir associated nodes.
.. The adjacency relationship between.any two surface compacts (or nodes) is then examined. and
an undirected edge is created if there exists adjacency relationship between the two compacts.
After all surface compacts are processed through the three steps above, the spatial
relationship among all surface compacts is preserved in the resulting preliminary surface compact
graph, as shown in the example below. (Fig. 5)
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Fig. 5 (a) Surface compacts (b) Surface compact nodes and prece<:iencee<:iges(c) Preliminarystirface compact graph
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4. Surface Compact Graph Consolidation
The preliminary surface compact graph obtained above represents the spatial relationships
between every two surface compacts. However, redundant spatial relationships may well exist in
this preliminary graph. Because the computation cost of finding build sequences will be affected
by these redundant spatial relationships, an intermediate step to consolidate the preliminary graph is
taken before we search for the build sequences. At this stage, the preliminary surface compact
graph is consolidated into a minimal surface compact graph.
4.1 Definitions
Redundant precedence edge
If the precedence relationship represented by a precedence edge can be also represented
through a combination of other precedence edges, this precedence edge is< called a "redundant"
edge since it repeatedly expresses an existing precedence relationship.
Minimal surface compact graph
Through the two steps described below, a preliminary surface compact graph can be
consolidated into a more concise graph named minimal surface compact. graph. This minimal
graph contains fewer nodes and edges but still describes the spatial relationship among the surfaces
of a given solid model. Formally speaking, a minimal surface compact graph results when the
nodes in a given preliminary graph can not be further merged and all the redundant precedence
edges are removed. For instance, a solid with six surfaces can be represented by a minimal graph
of four nodes and six edges rather than six nodes and thirteen edges as shown in Fig. 6.

4.2 Procedure description
Two steps are required to consolidate a preliminary surface compact graph into a minimal graph:
e Any two adjacent nodes can be merged into a new node if no precedence edge exists between
them.
e Locate and remove all redundant precedence edges in the graph with certain checking algorithm
[5].
After the adjacent node merge and redundant edge removal steps, a minimal surface compact
graph containing the least number of nodes and edges is formed.
86
84'=85+86

84' = 85+86
84

85

83'=83+84

83'=83+84

Redundant edge

(b)

(a)

82

82

81

81

(c)

Fig.6 (a)Preliminary graph (b)Node merge and redundant edge removal (c)Minimal graph
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5. Build Sequence Generation
As explained above, the minimal surface compact graph records all the build precedence
relationships among nodes. Alternative build sequences can be explored by partitioning this
minimal graph properly. Because the structure of a minimal surface compact graph is equivalent to
that of a Compact Adjacency Graph (CAG) [4], the algorithms developed for CAG [6] can be also
applied to a minimal surface compact graph. By employing these algorithms, the build sequence
will be extracted automatically from the minimal graph as shown below. (Fig. 7)
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S4'=S5+S6

S4'=S5+S6
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S3'=S3+S4
S3'=S3+S4

S3'

S2
(b)

(a)

Sl

Fig.7 (a) Minimal graph (b) Build sequence: Sl -> S2 -> S3' -> S4'

6. Result
The example part has twenty-four surfaces originally. Ten undercut surfaces and fourteen
non-undercut surfaces are identified after performing surface splitting on the part. The preliminary
surface compact graph contains twenty-four nodes representing these twenty-four surfaces. After
graph consolidation, the resulted minimal surface compact graph contains only four nodes, which
suggests this part can be built in four layers as illustrated in Fig. 10. In short, we first deposit
support material and machine surface compact 81, then deposit part material and machine 82.
More. support material is deposited on top of 82 and 83 area is machined. Finally, we deposit part
material on top of 83 and machine 84 area.
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(b)

(a)
Fig.9 (a) Example part (b) Decomposed surfaces
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Fig. 10 (a) Minimal surface compact graph (b) Build sequence: 81->82->83->84 (c) Build sequence illustration

7. Conclusions
Instead of decomposing a solid· model horizontally, the proposed decomposition strategy
splits and distinguishes the. surfaces of the given solidinto undercut and non-undercut surface
compacts. Based on the surface compacts, the compact graph algorithms can then construct build
sequences of the given model automatically. Compared with traditional planar slicing apprpach,
this new surface compact approach results in fewer build layers for 2.5D and 3D freeform solid
models.
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